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A B S T R A C T   

The relationships between kinematics and fault geometry for the coseismic ruptures from the 24th and February 
25, 1981 earthquake sequence in the eastern Gulf of Corinth (Ms 6.7 and 6.4) are analysed. The two earthquakes 
ruptured faults located across strike rather than along strike as typifies other earthquake sequences. In detail, 
surface ruptures formed on the sub-parallel Pisia and Skinos Faults, with an 8 km along-strike overlap zone, 
separated across strike by < 2 km. The largest coseismic offsets occurred in the overlap zone. The 41-year-old 
ruptures are still well preserved as bedrock fault plane lichen-free stripes and colluvial ruptures, allowing 
detailed structural mapping at 213 rupture localities. A comparison between our measurements and Jackson 
et al. (1982) showed no overall consistent signal of post-seismic slip as some of our measurements were greater 
and some smaller than those recorded in 1981. The ruptures produced a single maximum asymmetric profile 
(Pisia: maximum throw of 223 cm) and a double maxima profile (Skinos: maximum throw of 109 cm and 130 
cm). The shapes of the profiles differed in previous earthquakes on these faults, as evidenced by an older lichen- 
free stripe, implying non-characteristic earthquakes. Summing the two overlapping throw profiles across-strike 
reveals a single maximum symmetric bell-like profile. Using the above observations on coseismic offsets, kine-
matic information, and the geometry of faults, a rupture scenario has been proposed in terms of fault bends and 
corrugation orientations which suggests that parts of each fault may have ruptured in each earthquake.   

1. Introduction 

Normal faulting earthquakes have the potential to generate hazard-
ous shaking so the need for understanding of active faulting is impera-
tive. Surface ruptures are the expression of slip at depth and can be 
produced during normal faulting earthquakes, providing both direct 
fault displacement hazard and important insights into the manner in 
which faults rupture in earthquakes. 

Examples of historical normal faulting earthquake sequences with 
detailed analysis of coseismic rupture kinematics are relatively rare. The 
well documented examples with surface ruptures include Sonora, 
Mexico (1887) (Suter, 2015), Dixie Valley and Fairview Peak, USA 
(1954) (Caskey et al., 1996), Irpinia, Italy (1980) (Pantosti and Valen-
sise, 1990), Borah Peak, USA (1983) (Crone et al., 1987) and Mt Vettore, 
Italy (2016) (Villani et al., 2018) (Fig. 1a–e). Fault geometries and ki-
nematic parameters along these ruptures have been measured, analysed 
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and possible earthquake producing and halting mechanisms have been 
suggested in terms of earthquake timing, spatial fault distribution and 
stress transfer (e.g. Biasi and Wesnousky, 2017). 

A noteworthy similarity among these earthquake sequence examples 
lies in the spatial arrangement of the ruptures which are, in general, 
positioned along-strike from each other (Fig. 1a–e). These cases involved 
the partial or entire rupture of individual and/or multiple faults, 
exhibiting displacement profiles with single to multiple maxima per 
fault (Suter, 2015; Caskey et al., 1996; Pantosti and Valensise, 1990; 
Crone et al., 1987; Villani et al., 2018). In detail, the locations of 
displacement maxima have commonly been observed at fault bends, 
where the fault steepens, resulting in an increased vertical displacement 
(Faure Walker et al., 2009; Mildon et al., 2016; Iezzi et al., 2018). 
Coulomb Stress Transfer (CST) has been proposed as a mechanism 
driving rupture propagation from one along-strike fault to neighbouring 
faults (King et al., 1994; Stein, 1999) (Fig. 1f), because stress is increased 
along strike. 

However, our understanding of across-strike fault behaviour during 
individual earthquake sequences in terms of slip vectors and displace-
ment profiles is limited. While long-term interactions between across- 
strike normal faults are known, e.g. the fault arrays of the rifted re-
gion of the Timor Sea, offshore north-west Australia (Meyer et al., 2002) 
and the faults close to Athens (Iezzi et al., 2021), with geological throws 
developed over thousands or millions of years, and the throw-rates 
averaged over shorter time periods showing patterns that reveal coop-
eration between faults across strike to produce the regional strain 
(Gupta et al., 1998; Gupta and Scholz, 2000; McLeod et al., 2000; Meyer 
et al., 2002; Cowie et al., 2005; Faure Walker et al., 2010; Iezzi et al., 
2019), it remains unclear how or whether such interactions occur during 
individual earthquake sequences. 

In this paper, we document the surface ruptures of two sub-parallel 
normal faults in the Gulf of Corinth, Greece (Fig. 2b). These faults, 
spaced < 2 km apart across strike where they overlap, ruptured in two 
Ms > 6 earthquakes within a few hours of each other in 1981. Despite 
the considerable time elapsed of 41 years since the earthquakes, the 
surface ruptures have remained exceptionally well-preserved, especially 
in thick forest vegetation on the north facing limestone bedrock fault 
scarps. Through detailed field mapping, we generate a high-resolution 
trace map of both faults, and collected a dense structural data set of 
kinematic measurements of the ruptures, with locality spacing between 
10 and 100 m. Through comparison with data collected following the 
1981 earthquake by Jackson et al. (1982), our data allows us to docu-
ment the lack of resolvable post-seismic slip since 1981 which has pre-
viously been identified for the ruptures of the 2016 earthquakes on the 
Mt Vettore Fault (Iezzi et al., 2018). We have also measured changes in 
slip between the 1981 earthquakes and older surface rupturing earth-
quakes at the same locations along each fault. This example, involving 
the co-rupture of faults across-strike rather than along-strike, presents a 
rare opportunity to study this style of rupture geometry. The mapping, 
new measurements, and analysis of the dataset, in particular the slip 
vectors and the displacement profiles, offers valuable insights into 
rupturing scenarios, the faulting process and hazard associated with 
across-strike faults rupturing during an earthquake sequence. 

(caption on next column) 

Fig. 1. Coseismic throw profiles of ruptures along the length of faults during 
the following earthquake sequences: (a) Sonora, Mexico (1887) (Suter, 2015), 
(b) Dixie Valley and Fairview Peak, USA (1954) (Caskey et al., 1996), (c) 
Irpinia, Italy (1980) (Pantosti and Valensise, 1990), (d) Borah Peak, USA (1983) 
(Crone et al., 1987), (e) Mt Vettore, Italy (2016) (Villani et al., 2018). Blue, 
green, and red lines represent the faults which ruptured during each earth-
quake. (f) Coulomb stress transfer model showing stress transferred at a spec-
ified depth from one slipping fault onto other faults (Mildon et al., 2017). Green 
line is the surface trace of the faults, black line is the depth at which the 
Coulomb stress transfer is observed and red lines indicate the extent of the 
faults horizontally and vertically. (For interpretation of the references to colour 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 2. Location of the 1981 coseismic ruptures on the Pisia and Skinos Faults. (a) Coastline map of mainland Greece showing location of area (b) in the black box. (b) 
Map of Perachora Peninsula and the eastern Gulf of Corinth region with surface traces of faults (solid) (Ganas et al., 2013) showing the location of the study area (c) 
in the black box. Focal mechanisms are displayed at the inferred epicentres of the three earthquakes of the 1981 eastern Gulf of Corinth earthquake sequence (Hubert 
et al., 1996). (c) Map of the Pisia and Skinos Faults with site locations of the 1981 surface ruptures recorded during the investigation. Coordinate system: WGS 
84/UTM Zone 34 S. 
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2. Geological background 

Extension has been ongoing across Greece for the past 5 Ma in an 
approximately north-south orientation producing normal faults which 
have overprinted previously thickened crust of the Cretaceous-Miocene 
Alpine fold-and-thrust belt (Billiris et al., 1991; Jackson, 1994; Clarke 
et al., 1998; Roberts and Ganas, 2000; Goldsworthy et al., 2002; Vas-
silakis et al., 2011). The extension occurs in the framework of two major 
tectonic processes. (1) Slab roll-back of the Hellenic subduction zone 
between the African and Eurasian Plates, generating back-arc extension 
in the overlying Eurasian plate (Jolivet et al., 1994; Jolivet, 2001). (2) 
Dextral motion of the North Anatolian Strike-slip Fault (Kelletat et al., 
1976; Le Pichon and Angelier, 1979; Westaway, 1991; Jackson, 1994; 
Jolivet et al., 1994, 2013; Le Pichon et al., 1995). In central mainland 
Greece, the normal faults strike approximately east-west and the records 
of seismicity in the array of normal faults on the mainland date as far 
back as at least 464 BC, at which time a devastating earthquake was 
reported in the Sparta region by the ancient Greek philosopher Plutarch 
(Guidoboni et al., 1994). More recently, historical records have shown 
frequent, moderate-to-large destructive earthquakes (Ambraseys and 
Jackson, 1990) and in some instances where surface rupturing also 
occurred, rupture kinematics and fault geometries have been possible to 
record, such as the 1894 Atalanti earthquake (Ganas et al., 1998; Pan-
tosti et al., 2001). 

During the 1981 eastern Gulf of Corinth earthquake sequence, slip on 
the Pisia, Skinos and Kaparelli Faults caused surface rupture during 
three earthquakes on the 24th, 25th February and 4th March with Ms =
6.7, 6.4 and 6.4, respectively, killing 22 people (Jackson et al., 1982) 
(Fig. 2b). Although the arrangement of the Kaparelli Fault from the Pisia 
and Skinos Faults is along-strike, we focus on the across-strike ruptures 
of the Pisia and Skinos Faults. Interviews with the local population 
following the initial two earthquakes revealed that the sequence of the 
ruptures on the Pisia and Skinos Faults and which ruptures were asso-
ciated with which of the earthquakes are unknown due to both earth-
quakes taking place within hours of each other overnight at 20:53 and 
02:35 local time (U.S.G.S.). Structural measurements of the ruptures on 
both the Pisia and Skinos Faults were recorded soon after the earth-
quakes, at 17 localities (Jackson et al., 1982) and multiple further 
studies have been undertaken on both faults. However, the mapping 
conducted in 1981 (Jackson et al., 1982), although revolutionary in 
helping us understand normal faulting earthquakes in Greece and 
worldwide, presents lower spatial resolution and hence less detail than 
the data sets for the earthquake sequences shown in Fig. 1 for Mexico, 
the western USA and Italy (Crone et al., 1987; Pantosti and Valensise, 
1990; Caskey et al., 1996; Suter, 2015; Villani et al., 2018). Further-
more, in some of these cases, revisiting the ruptures to perform addi-
tional detailed analyses has helped improve the understanding of the 
sequence of the rupturing events (e.g. Bello et al., 2021a; Bello et al., 
2021b; Bello et al., 2022; Brozzetti et al., 2019). 

The Pisia and Skinos Faults are located east of the Gulf of Corinth and 
north of Corinth town, near to the villages of Pisia and Skinos (Fig. 2). 
The Gulf of Corinth has been formed by rifting and is extending north- 
south with GPS-derived rates in the gulf’s eastern region of 5.4 ± 1.2 
mm/yr, which is lower in contrast to the gulf’s western region of 10.4 
mm/yr (Briole et al., 2021). The footwalls of the normal faults comprise 
Mesozoic limestones, as well as Neogene sediments in some places, with 
rare outcrops of mafic ophiolitic rocks and deep-sea cherts (Roberts and 
Jackson, 1991; Walker et al., 2010; Ford et al., 2013; Whittaker and 
Walker, 2015). Erosion of footwall rocks result in the transportation and 
deposition of Neogene-Holocene sediments in the hangingwall e.g. al-
luvium, colluvium and marine deposits (Roberts and Jackson, 1991; 
Goldsworthy and Jackson, 2000; Rohais et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2011; 
Ford et al., 2013; Gawthorpe et al., 2018, 2022). At the surface, the 
north-dipping Pisia and Skinos Faults produce two half grabens. At 
depth, the geometry and arrangement of the faults are unknown, how-
ever, it has been speculated that the two faults link (Roberts, 1996). The 

Pisia Fault is exposed at the surface for approximately 25 km with visible 
offsets produced by the 1981 ruptures (Roberts and Ganas, 2000). Fault 
measurements recorded close to the centre of the Pisia Fault, which are 
representative of the regional extension direction (Roberts and Ganas, 
2000), indicated a north-north-west - south-south-east extension, with 
the average slip vector azimuth of the fault plane ranging between 350◦

and 358◦ (Mechernich et al., 2018). No evidence of earthquakes on the 
two faults have been identified in historical records prior to the 1981 
earthquakes, however, paleoseismological analysis has revealed multi-
ple earthquakes on both faults during the Holocene (Collier et al., 1998; 
Mechernich et al., 2018). Cosmogenic exposure analysis of a carbonate 
fault scarp on the Pisia Fault has been interpreted to show six to eight 
moderate-large paleoearthquakes during the Holocene, with an average 
slip-rate of 0.5–0.6 mm/yr (Mechernich et al., 2018). Radiocarbon 
trench analysis of the Bambakies fan on the Skinos Fault revealed an 
average throw-rate of 0.7–2.5 mm/yr with up to six previous paleo-
earthquakes which were comparable to the displacements produced 
during the 1981 earthquakes (Collier et al., 1998). 

3. Methods 

Detailed structural mapping was undertaken during April and June 
2022 along the 1981 ruptures on the Pisia and Skinos Faults, 41 years 
after the earthquakes. Ruptures were recorded at 146 and 67 localities 
on the Pisia and Skinos Faults, respectively, using a handheld Garmin 
GPS, with a location accuracy of ±5 m (Fig. 2c). 

The ruptures were identified in the form of several tectono- 
geomorphic features; lichen-free stripes on limestone bedrock fault 
scarps; colluvial ruptures (soil steps); and a ground crack (Fig. 3). 
Structural measurements of the ruptures were recorded including strike, 
dip, slip vector azimuth, slip vector plunge, coseismic throw, coseismic 
heave and coseismic slip, and were collected using a compass clinometer 
and measuring tape (Fig. 3a). 

The tops of lichen-free stripes (Fig. 3 S1-10,P2-3,P5-12) define lines 
suspected to be where the hangingwall ground surface met the fault 
plane prior to the 1981 earthquakes as the base of the lichen is parallel to 
the ground surface; above this line, greyish white lichen can be identi-
fied on bedrock fault plane and below this line, grey lichen-free bedrock 
fault plane can be observed. The top of the lichen-free stripe may, in 
places, also have soil, plants or trees which appear to be snapped or 
broken away from the ground surface. The stripes can only be measured 
at sites which exclude gullies and fans, whereby the stripe line is parallel 
to the hangingwall cut-off. This is based on the assumption that all 
exhumation, or at least the entire thickness of the lichen-free zone, is due 
to tectonic causes without the influence of other factors, such as gravity 
or compaction of deposits at the hangingwall (e.g. Bello et al., 2022b, 
their Fig. 5). The vertical extent of the lichen-free stripes, alongside ki-
nematic measurements of slip direction from corrugations and frictional 
wear striae, can be used to determine the slip, heave, and throw, of the 
ruptures. The strike and dip of the fault can be measured on the bedrock 
fault plane. 

Soil steps (Fig. 3P1,P5) are breaks in slope where soil has been offset, 
with exposed hangingwall colluvium, broken roots, and fallen trees in 
places. The general strike can be measured along the length of the offset 
soil and throw can be measured using geomorphic piercing points, 
which are parts of objects that have separated during rupturing allowing 
the amount of displacement to be determined such as places where rock 
clasts or parts of trees could be seen to have fitted into cavities on the 
opposite side of the rupture. 

Ground cracks primarily form in association with a few to 10 s cm 
wide openings. The strike can be measured along the length of the crack 
and kinematic measurements can be measured using geomorphic 
piercing points. 

The measurement uncertainties including those due to human error 
and eroded and uneven fault surfaces are presented in Table 1. Mea-
surements were recorded in numerous locations at every observable 
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rupture and where on individual long exposures of the ruptures greater 
than 10 m, measurements were taken every ~10 m along strike. The 
structural measurements were plotted along a line oriented parallel to 
eastings 673,000-681000 m of coordinate system WGS 84/UTM Zone 
34 S (Fig. 4). In addition, the measurements were plotted on stereonets 
using the software “Stereonet 10.0” (Allmendinger et al., 2011), as 
shown in Fig. 5b. 

The collected structural data were compiled, and the following an-
alyses were conducted. (1) Identification and comparisons of our 
structural measurement patterns along the strike of the faults and be-
tween the two faults to constrain how the rupture style relates to fault 
geometry. (2) Examination of our structural measurements with ster-
eonets to identify patterns in slip vector azimuths along the strike of 
both faults. (3) Comparison of our data to previous measurements 
(Jackson et al., 1982) on the faults to assess post-seismic slip. (4) 
Comparison, using our data and one site of Mechernich et al. (2018), of 
the coseismic throws of the 1981 ruptures to prior ruptures on both 
faults to assess possible changes in rupture styles. (5) Summation of the 
coseismic throws of the two across-strike faults to produce a composite 
summed coseismic throw profile by a discretisation approach. The throw 
profiles are the vertical displacements along the strike of the ruptured 
faults and are derived from mostly our data with some measurements in 
the eastern regions of the Skinos Fault from Collier et al. (1998). 

In order to interpret the slip vectors (Fig. 5), measurements were split 
into eight areas; four areas for the Skinos Fault (Area S1–S4) and four 
areas for the Pisia Fault (Area P1–P4), across strike from each other. 
Stereonets were used to analyse all data in each area (Fig. 5b). Strike and 
dip measurements were used to obtain a pole to the b-axis. Mean values 
of the plunge and plunge direction were calculated with 99% confidence 
intervals of each area. Both the poles to b-axis and mean slip vectors are 
displayed together on the stereonets as both forms of measurement show 
the direction in which the fault slips and should be similar (Roberts, 
2007). 

The comparison of our throw data to previously published throw 
measurements required the conversion of Jackson et al. (1982)’s mea-
surements of dip and amplitude of slip to throw values (Fig. 6a). 

An along-strike throw profile which combines the Pisia and Skinos 
throws was achieved by discretising both sets of coseismic throws and 
summing the discretised throws across-strike (Fig. 7). The throw profiles 
for each fault were discretised because measurements were not collected 
at the same easting on both faults, therefore, discretisation was under-
taken by sampling throw values from the throw profiles every 200 m 
easting over the study area of 10 km between the eastings of 673,000 
and 683,000 m. A summed coseismic throw distribution was then pro-
duced by summing the sampled throw values from both faults together. 

4. Results 

4.1. Field observations of ruptures 

Evidence of the 1981 ruptures were identified in many places on both 
the Pisia and Skinos Faults (Figs. 3–6). The most commonly identified 
evidence of the ruptures were the lichen-free stripes on limestone 
bedrock fault scarps (Fig. 3a,3cS1-10,P2–P4,P6–P12). In some eastern 
parts of the studied area of the Skinos Fault, the lichen-free stripes 
appeared as scorched surfaces, these were interpreted as where lichen 
were previously present and were burned due to the 2021 wildfires 
(Fig.3cS8,9,10). Soil steps were identified in places along the western 
parts of studied area of the Pisia Fault (Fig. 3cP1,P5), however, it was 
generally not possible or very challenging to identify geomorphic 
piercing points and therefore to measure slip vectors, although some 
examples were noted. One ground crack was identified with a possible 
geomorphic piercing point, although it was challenging to interpret, in 
cemented beach deposits on the south side of Lake Vouliagmeni. It is 
fortuitous that we were able to record the piercing points given the 
fragility of such features, and perhaps the north-facing slope with thick 
stabilising vegetation has helped. 

4.2. Analysis of structural measurements 

Kinematic measurements were concentrated along the most contin-
uously preserved portion of the 1981 ruptures at 146 and 67 localities 
along the Pisia and Skinos Faults, respectively (Fig. 2c). Analysis of the 
kinematics revealed various trends on both faults and similarities and 
differences between the faults. 

In this study area with concentrated measurements, both the Pisia 
and Skinos Faults have an overall strike of west-south-west, while the 
strikes of the fault planes at any local site measured between 176 and 
341◦ for the Skinos Fault and 190 to 340◦ for the Pisia Fault (Fig. 4ai,bi). 
Along both faults, the strike varied by up to ±45◦ every few to tens of 
meters along the strike of the faults. The average values of the strikes of 
the faults (modes) differ slightly; the mode of the strike for the Skinos 
Fault was between west to west-north-west and the mode of the strike 
for the Pisia Fault was between west-south-west to west (see histograms 
on Fig. 4a and b). The general pattern of the range of strikes along the 
length of the faults differ; from west to east the strike of the fault planes 
measured generally change from west-north-west to south-west. In 
contrast, the Pisia Fault showed strikes ranging between south to west- 
north-west for 6 km between the eastings of 673,000–679,000 m, 
however, at the easternmost 2 km of the ruptures, from 679,000 to 
6,810,000 m, the general range of strikes changes to approximately 
north-west (Fig. 4ai,bi). 

The dips on both faults showed changes every few metres to tens of 
meters along the strike of the faults. For the Skinos Fault, dip values 
ranged from 50◦ to 88◦, while the Pisia Fault displayed a larger dip 
variability, ranging between 36◦ and 88◦ (Fig. 4aii,bii). The dip of the 
Pisia Fault is steeper than the Skinos Fault dip by 5◦ to 10◦, based on the 
mode values; the Pisia Fault has a mode dip of 60◦ to 70◦ and the Skinos 
Fault has a mode dip of 55◦ to 65◦ (see histograms in Fig. 4aii and 4bii). 
A notable localised cluster of steeper dips, 80◦ to 90◦, on the Pisia Fault 
was identified near the 679,000 m easting. We note a small number of 
very low angle (e.g. 36◦) fault planes in our data. We think that these are 
perhaps unlikely to be representative of the dip at depth, but we report 
them for completeness. 

The plunges of slip vectors ranged between 46◦ to 80◦ for the Skinos 

Fig. 3. Tectono-geomorphological evidence of the 1981 coseismic ruptures on the Pisia and Skinos Faults. (a) (i) Rupture on a carbonate normal fault scarp displayed 
in the form of a lichen-free stripe. (ii) Structural measurement data collection method using a tape measure. (b) Map of localities of the rupture evidence in (c) on the 
Skinos (blue) and Pisia (red) Faults. (c) Photographs of 1981 ruptures. (S1–S10) Skinos Fault ruptures in the form of lichen stripes. (P1–P12) Pisia Fault ruptures. 
black arrows/white borders = lichen stripe location. White arrows/black borders = vertical displacement direction of hangingwall on a soil step. (For interpretation 
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Table 1 
Structural measurement uncertainties per tectono-geomorphic feature. - = un-
able to collect measurement on the geologic feature.   

Bedrock fault scarp Soil step Ground crack 

Strike (o) ±2.5 ±5.0 ±20 
Dip (o) ±1.5 – – 
Plunge (o) ±1.5 – ±1.5 
Plunge Direction (o) ±2.5 – ±2.5 
Coseismic slip (cm) ±1.5 – ±1.5 
Coseismic heave (cm) ±1.5 – ±1.5 
Coseismic throw (cm) ±1.5 ±5.0 ±1.5  
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Fig. 4. Field structural data of the 1981 coseismic ruptures on the (a) Skinos and (b) Pisia Faults. Error bars presented in the table of the methods section are too 
small so are not visible on all graphs but are visible on ii, iii and iv. Histograms are displayed as a frequency percentage per measurement. 
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Fig. 5. Slip directions on the Pisia and Skinos Faults. (a) Map of Pisia and Skinos Faults. black dot/white arrow = individual slip direction taken at one locality, blue 
arrows/Area S1–S4 = Skinos Fault average slip direction across a 2 km easting, red arrows/Area P1–P4 = Pisia Fault average slip direction across a 2 km easting, 
except P3 data is averaged across a 1.5 km easting and P4 across a 2.5 km easting. (b) Stereonets for each area (S1–P4) comprising plunge/plunge direction and 
strike/dip data. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 6. Comparing coseismic ruptures on the Pisia and Skinos Faults. (a) Comparing coseismic throw measurements over 41 years since the 1981 earthquakes. (i) 
Coseismic throw profile of the Pisia and Skinos Fault ruptures using results recorded herein, Jackson et al. (1982), Collier et al. (1998), Roberts and Ganas (2000) and 
Roberts et al. (2009). (ii) Comparing our data, collected 41 years after the 1981 earthquakes, to data collected in proximal locations soon after the 1981 earthquakes 
(Jackson et al., 1982). Coseismic throw measurements on the (b) Skinos and (c) Pisia Faults where two lichen stripes were recorded. (i) Coseismic throw mea-
surements of the top lichen stripe/the penultimate rupture to 1981. (ii) Coseismic throw data of the bottom lichen stripe/the 1981 rupture. (iii) Comparing coseismic 
throw data of the 1981 and penultimate ruptures. 
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Fault, while the Pisia Fault displayed a larger plunge variability, ranging 
between 37◦ to 84◦ (Fig. 4aiii, bii). The plunge value of the Pisia Fault is 
steeper than the Skinos Fault by 5◦ to 10◦, based on the mode values; the 
Pisia Fault has a mode plunge of 65◦ to 70◦ and the Skinos Fault has a 
mode plunge of 55◦ to 60◦ (see histograms on Fig. 4aii and 4bii). The 
changes in plunge angles reflect the changes in fault dip. 

The trends of slip vectors reveals that the Pisia and Skinos Faults 
have different values from west to east along both faults with the major 
changes occurring on both faults at 679,000 m (Fig. 4aiv,biv). The 
values for plunge direction vary from between north and west in the 
western 6 km of the Skinos Fault to between north and west in the 
eastern 2 km of the Skinos Fault. The trends of slip vectors for the Pisia 
Fault vary between west-north-west and north-north-east in the western 
6 km to north and east-south-east in the eastern 2 km. Both faults show 
variations in plunge direction by ± 45◦ every few meters to tens of 
meters along the strike of the faults, and this is analysed further below 
(see Fig. 5 for further plunge direction analysis using stereonets). 

The coseismic slip, heave and throw reveal numerous spatial varia-
tions along both faults, however, the loci of maximum surface dis-
placements are different between faults (Fig. 4av,vi,vii,bv,vi,vii). In 
general, the Skinos Fault reveals a double-humped asymmetric spatial 
throw distribution with, for example, maximum throws of 109 cm at the 
easting of 676,222 m and 130 cm at 681,971 m, with the latter mea-
surement obtained from Cowie and Shipton, 1998) (see Fig. 4avii for 
measurements obtained in this study and see Fig. 7a for the full extent of 
measurements). The Pisia Fault reveals a single-humped asymmetric 
bell-like spatial throw distribution, with the greatest values of throw of 
223 m at the easting of 677,849 m (Fig. 4bvii). 

4.3. Slip vector stereonet analysis 

The stereonet analysis of the kinematic measurements of Area S1 to 
Area S4 and Area P1 to Area P4 revealed mostly convergence of slip 
vectors along the length of both faults whereby the slip vectors point 
towards the centre of the ruptured section of the fault (Fig. 5). However, 
some divergence of slip vectors was observed on the Pisia Fault, whereby 
the slip vectors point away from the centre of the ruptured fault. Along 
the Skinos Fault, from Area S1 to Area S4, the Fisher mean averages of 
the slip vectors revealed spatial variation and convergence; east-north- 
east, 063◦, in Area S1 to north-north-east, 026◦, in Area S4. Along the 
Pisia Fault, from Area P1 to Area P3, the Fisher mean slip vectors are 
between north and north-north-west and slightly converge from Area P1 
to Area P3 with azimuths of 349◦ and 345◦, respectively. However, the 
slip vector of P4 clearly diverges from the slip vectors of Area P3 and the 
Fisher mean slip vector points north-north-east with an azimuth of 028◦

at Area P4. The divergence of the average slip vectors from Area P3 to 
Area P4 occurs around the easting of 679,000 m. 

4.4. Coseismic throw comparisons with previous studies 

Coseismic throw comparisons between our measurements and 
measurements collected soon after the earthquakes in 1981 (Jackson 
et al., 1982) on the Pisia and Skinos Faults revealed minimal differences 
in throw, as quantified below (Fig. 6a). Five throw measurements taken 

(caption on next column) 

Fig. 7. Comparing the 1981 coseismic throw profiles on the Pisia and Skinos 
Faults. The presented data is sourced from a combination of our data, (Collier 
et al., 1998; Roberts and Ganas, 2000). (a) Field measured coseismic throw data 
from the Perachora Peninsula to Bambakies Fan. Blue = Skinos Fault data, red 
= Pisia Fault data, solid line connects data of ruptures on each fault. Coseismic 
throw data discretised on the (b) Skinos and (c) Pisia Fault by sampling a throw 
every 200 m easting from the solid lines in a. (d) Combined discretised data by 
summing the throw samples from b. and c. (e) Map of the Pisia and Skinos Fault 
traces. yellow star = coseismic throw peak. (For interpretation of the references 
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of 
this article.) 
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on the ruptures of the Pisia and Skinos Faults soon after the earthquakes 
were compared with our five closest measurements (Fig. 6aii). Three of 
our measurements, at M2, M4 and M5, were larger than the measure-
ments at the closest localities recorded 41 years prior, at J2, J4 and J5, 
by 16, 42 and 11 cm, respectively. However, the other two throw 
measurements we recorded, at M1 and M3, were smaller than those at 
the closest localities recorded 41 years prior, at J1 and J3, by 2 and 29 
cm, respectively. In addition, the Pearson correlation coefficient of the 
ten measurements described herein is 0.8, implying a strong positive 
correlation. Overall, the throw measurements show no resolvable dif-
ference across the 41-year gap between the data collections indicating 
no evidence for systematic throw changes since 1982, during the 
post-seismic period. It is worth noting that the comparisons may be 
imprecise because no hand-held GPS readings of the localities could be 
taken at the time when Jackson et al. (1982) undertook their field work. 
Despite this, the coseismic throws of the entire ruptures show that the 
Jackson et al. (1982) and our results are comparable (Fig. 6a). 

4.5. Coseismic throw comparisons with previous events 

Evidence for previous earthquakes on the Pisia and Skinos Faults, 
prior to the 1981 earthquakes, can be observed on the same bedrock 
fault scarp by identifying double lichen-free stripes, such as sites S3 and 
P3 (Fig. 3). It is unclear how these relate to the 6 paleoseismic earth-
quakes suggested by Collier et al. (1998) from paleoseismic trenching on 
the Skinos Fault. Double lichen-free stripes were rarely observed, how-
ever, a number of localities included double lichen-free stripes; four 
localities on the Skinos Fault and four on the Pisia Fault (Fig. 6bi,ii,ci,ii). 
Comparisons between Fig. 6bi and 6bii, along the Skinos Fault, show 
that our measurements of throw in the penultimate slip event were 
smaller than the throw values of 1981 slip event at sites S3 and S11 by 
43 and 17 cm, respectively. However, throw values were greater in the 
penultimate slip event than in the 1981 slip event at sites S12 and S13 by 
62 and 113 cm, respectively. Comparisons between Fig. 6ci and 6cii, 
along the Pisia Fault, show that our and Mechernich et al. (2018)’s 
measurements of throw in the penultimate slip event were smaller than 
the throw values of 1981 slip event at sites P13 (site P6 in Mechernich 
et al., 2018) and P15 by 15 and 115 cm, respectively. Yet, throw values 
were greater in the penultimate slip event than in the 1981 slip event at 
sites at P14 and P16 by 42 and 32 cm, respectively. In addition, com-
parisons of the penultimate and 1981 rupture throw measurements for 
the Pisia and Skinos Faults (see Fig. 6bii and 6cii) show that the spatial 
throw distributions changed from one earthquake to the next, suggesting 
that slip at the surface on each fault is non-characteristic (see Roberts 
(1996) for a similar conclusion and Mechernich et al. (2018) in which an 
irregular slip-per-event history was suggested at one locality on the Pisia 
Fault). 

4.6. Summing the coseismic throw profiles across the two faults 

Summing the discretised Pisia Fault and Skinos Fault coseismic 
throws produced a composite summed coseismic throw profile (similar 
to slip distribution but herein we measure the vertical component of 
slip) which generally displayed a single-humped symmetric bell-like 
curve (Fig. 7). To gain this combined throw profile of the across-strike 
ruptures, we discretised the throw profiles of the most continuous rup-
tures on the Pisia and Skinos Faults by taking a sample measurement 
from throw lines every 200 m easting along 10 km of the ruptures be-
tween the eastings of 673,000 m and 683,000 m. The ruptures on the 
Skinos Fault revealed a generally symmetrical throw profile comprising 
two peaks in throw at 675,800 m and 682,000 m; the two peaks were 
located towards the extremities of the zone of overlap (Fig. 7b). The 
ruptures on the Pisia Fault displayed an asymmetrical throw profile with 
one peak at 678,000 m; this single peak lies between the two peaks on 
the Skinos Fault (Fig. 7c). However, by summing the two discretised 
throw profiles across strike, the combined throw profile generally 

revealed a symmetrical profile with one prominent peak in the centre 
around 678,000 m (Fig. 7d). The profile could also be described as a 
symmetrical three peaked throw profile. We note that there are data 
gaps on both faults and have attributed these to the ruptures being 
possibly eroded away or removed due to human influence (Fig. 7b and 
c). So, multiple assumed throw profile scenarios are displayed in those 
regions to show that the faults could possibly had either no coseismic 
throw or constant coseismic throw (Fig. 7d). 

5. Discussion 

The ruptures to the 1981 earthquake sequence occurred across strike 
from each other with displacements that when summed produce a single 
symmetrical throw profile in the zone of overlap between the Pisia and 
Skinos Faults (Fig. 7), implying interaction. This pattern differs from the 
overall pattern of the ruptures from other well-documented normal 
earthquake sequences from around the world where successive ruptures 
occurred predominantly along strike (Fig. 1). This has important im-
plications for our understanding of normal faulting earthquake 
sequences. 

The generally accepted view after an earthquake is that the hazard 
will have moved along strike because (a) that is where successive 
earthquakes have occurred in the well-documented earthquake se-
quences (Suter, 2015; Caskey et al., 1996; Pantosti and Valensise, 1990; 
Crone et al., 1987; Villani et al., 2018) highlighted in Fig. 1a–e, as well 
as in the 1981 earthquakes from the Pisia and Skinos Faults to the 
Kaparelli Fault (Jackson et al., 1982) and (b) calculations of stress 
change show that stress that drives ruptures is increased along strike 
(King et al., 1994; Stein, 1999) (Fig. 1f). The data in this paper show that 
in some circumstances a fault located across strike can rupture. In 
particular, in the Pisia-Skinos example, successive ruptures occur in the 
zone of overlap between two faults. The reasons this occurred are un-
clear, as are the exact rupture sequence through time because the two 
earthquakes occurred overnight, and we cannot know which part of the 
fault system was ruptured by each earthquake. What is clear is that 
rupture of the Pisia Fault or the Skinos Fault alone was not enough to 
release the stored elastic strain that had accumulated prior to the 1981 
sequence; it appears that the faults interacted to release this stored 
stress. 

In detail, at the surface, the Pisia and Skinos Faults are not connected 
due to their parallel arrangement, however, they are closely spaced 
(separated by < 1–2 km) and it is unknown whether the two faults are 
connected at depth. Therefore, the interactions between the faults at 
depth during the 1981 earthquakes are uncertain, and could be a 
number of possibilities, such as, (a) simultaneous slip of both faults with 
linkage at depth, (b) static stress transmitted through rigid crust from 
the first earthquake if there is no linkage at depth, or (c) differential 
stress changes within a shared shear zone in ductile crust after the first 
earthquake if the two faults are linked at depth. The following slip event 
scenarios could have taken place based on these interaction possibilities: 
i) based on (a), both faults ruptured together during eastward propa-
gation of the 24/2/81 event (event 1), with the 25/2/81 event (event 2) 
rupturing further east and offshore, ii) also based on (a), both faults 
ruptured in event 2 only (see Abercrombie et al., 1995, their Fig. 10), iii) 
based on (b) or (c), the Pisia Fault ruptured in event 1 and Skinos Fault in 
event 2 (or vice versa), and/or, iv) also based on (b) or (c), parts of each 
fault ruptured in both events. Overall, it is challenging to determine 
which scenario is correct due to not knowing the linkages of the two 
faults at depth and the interactions between them, however, our results 
imply that scenario (iv) may have occurred because of the change in 
kinematics on the Pisia Fault (Fig. 5). Below we discuss how our findings 
suggest interactions between the two faults. 

In the Pisia-Skinos example, slip maxima that appear as peaks on the 
throw profiles seem to fill in gaps of slip across strike (Figs. 6 and 7). This 
implies that, at least in the zone of overlap, across strike faults interact in 
that slip from one plus slip from the other combine to make the final 
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finite strain from the whole earthquake sequence considered herein, so 
not all the stored elastic strain that accumulated prior to 1981 was 
released when the first earthquake occurred. This is not an unprece-
dented finding. For example, the 2004 earthquake on the Parkfield 
segment of the San Andreas Fault filled a slip deficit that remained after 
the 1966 earthquake and intervening interseismic motion (Bakun et al., 
2005). However, although not unprecedented, for the 1981 sequence, it 

is implied that a mechanism exists that produces this temporal and 
spatial interaction, but the nature of this mechanism remains unclear. It 
could be that there is something unusual about the fault geometry for 
Pisia-Skinos compared to the other examples in Fig. 1. For example, the 
Pisia and Skinos Faults are very close together, separated by < 1–2 km 
across strike, and may indeed link at depth, but none the less bends in 
the fault traces have an amplitude in map view of ~0.5–1.5 km, so 

Fig. 8. A possible mechanism for the ruptures on the Pisia and Skinos Faults during the 1981 eastern Gulf of Corinth earthquake sequence. (a) 3D tectonic map of the 
Perachora peninsula showing the Pisia (red) and Skinos (blue) Fault traces and the averaged slip directions from this study and Roberts and Ganas (2000) at 
Perachora and Psatha bay (white arrows). (b) Corrugated sheets used to explain slip on faults between two blocks. (c) Simple 3D interpretation of the Pisia and Skinos 
Faults using corrugated sheets to explain the change in slip direction along the faults. (d) Possible rupture sequence based on mean slip vectors and a geometric 
barrier. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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perhaps the bends have a role to play in perturbing the stress on the fault 
across strike. 

However, the role of bends is complicated. It has been shown that 
bends in fault strike, often associated with changes in dip, can increase 
the surface slip expected within the bend (Faure Walker et al., 2009; 
Mildon et al., 2016; Iezzi et al., 2018, 2020). In this paper, we have 
documented examples where bends are associated with anomalously 
high surface slip, but we have also found examples where this does not 
occur. For example, between 675,000 and 677,000 on the Skinos Fault a 
peak in slip coincides with a change in the overall strike of 30–40◦ in the 
map trace (compare Fig. 4avii and 4av) and the perhaps an increase in 
dip (Fig. 4aii). Another example exists on the Pisia Fault between 677, 
000 and 679,000 where a peak in slip coincides with a change in the 
overall strike of 40–45◦ in the map trace (compare Fig. 4bvii and 4bv), 
again with an increase in fault dip. In contrast, the major bend in the 
fault trace of the Skinos Fault between 679,000 and 681,000 is not 
associated with a peak in surface slip, despite high values of dip, but 
there is a nearby peak in slip on the Pisia Fault across strike which may 
influence the Skinos Fault with its low surface slip at that location. So, 
bends do not always produce an increase in surface slip and it is unclear 
whether bends influence slip across strike, however, this may well be a 
geometrical difference between the Pisia-Skinos example and those 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Another complexity is that the zone of overlap between the Pisia and 
Skinos Faults is only ~8–10 km sub-parallel to the fault strikes, with the 
Pisia Fault extending further west for ~10 km and the Skinos Fault 
extending east for ~20 km (Fig. 2); the interaction evidenced by the 
coseismic slip profiles does not cover the entire lengths of the faults. 
Moreover, within the overlap zone, the slip vectors are approximately 
north-south on the Pisia Fault, but north-east – south-west on the Skinos 
Fault (Fig. 5) (Roberts, 1996). Thus, due to complex kinematics with slip 
on the two faults not sharing the same slip-vector azimuth, it is chal-
lenging to see how the north coseismic motions of the Pisia ruptures 
could occur on the Skinos Fault, given its geometry, which favours slip to 
the north-west. This is reminiscent of kinematic barriers described by 
Aki (1979). For example, Fig. 5 shows that the b-axis calculations reveal 
the corrugated nature of the faults, and corrugations plunge north on the 
Pisia Fault and north-east on the Skinos Fault, so it is hard to envisage 
how slip to the north could occur on the Skinos Fault. This is shown in 
more detail on Fig. 8, where we simplify the situation to aid explanation 
and draw simplified corrugated surfaces. Perhaps it is the mismatch in 
slip vector and corrugation orientations that caused the ruptures to split 
onto the Pisia and Skinos Faults, perhaps even in separate earthquakes, 
although this is uncertain. It may also be that the major bend in the Pisia 
Fault between ~678,500 and 680,000, with a clear change in b-axis 
orientation compared to the rest of the Pisia Fault (see Fig. 5b AreaP4), 
did not allow this portion of the fault to participate in slip to the north, 
but did allow it to participate in slip to the north-east along with slip on 
the Skinos Fault. This speculative rupture scenario of parts of each fault 
ruptured in each event is shown in Fig. 8, but the reader should bear in 
mind that both earthquakes occurred overnight, and it is unclear which 
fault or portions of the fault ruptured in each earthquake. 

With the unknowns discussed above we are still faced with real- 
world practical problems, and these are described and discussed in 
turn below. Detailed analysis of fault geometries and slip kinematics 
have been highlighted by the ESC working group Fault2SHA as critical 
in improving earthquake hazard and risk estimates (Faure Walker et al., 
2019, 2021). Field investigations of faults such as the one provided 
herein contributes relevant observations toward improving seismic 
hazard assessments and so we suggest future studies to be undertaken 
with a similar analysis on other coseismic ruptures. The displacements 
across surface ruptures produced by earthquakes pose significant hazard 
to people, buildings, and infrastructure on or close to the trace of the 
fault (Bryant and Hart, 1999; Youngs et al., 2003; Testa et al., 2021; Iezzi 
et al., 2023), and empirical data on surface displacements may be useful 
as a guide to expected displacements given information on fault length 

and position relative to the fault. However, our present study highlights 
three complications to this approach. 

The first complication is that during a normal faulting earthquake 
sequence, unlike the examples shown in Fig. 1, ruptures do not always 
propagate onto along-strike faults. Instead, successive ruptures may 
migrate across-strike, like the 1981 ruptures on the Pisia and Skinos 
Faults, although the faults may possibly link at depth, then subsequently 
propagating onto the along-strike Kaparelli Fault (Jackson et al., 1982). 
The across-strike rupture migration would not be postulated if, 
following the first earthquake, the future earthquake scenario was 
examined using typical Coulomb stress models as these would assume 
stress increases only on along-strike faults. Therefore, we highlight that 
all neighbouring faults, whether along-strike or across-strike, should be 
considered during assessment of future earthquake locations. 

The second complication is that rupture throws do not appear as 
single smooth symmetrical profiles when measured in the field. The 
double maxima displacement profile we observed on the Skinos Fault 
(Fig. 7b) would not have been anticipated if the expected typical bell- 
shaped or skewed throw profiles were assumed (Walsh and Watterson, 
1988; Cowie and Shipton, 1998). The double maxima profile we 
observed may in fact be produced by a combination of the assumed 
relationship between displacement and fault distance as mentioned 
above and across strike displacement deficits on the ruptures of the Pisia 
and Skinos Faults, in other words the slip is partitioned between the two 
faults. In addition, the two peaks on the Skinos Fault were observed near 
the extremities of the zone of fault overlap, and this would also not have 
been anticipated if a simple relationship between displacement and 
distance along the fault relative to fault tips and the fault centre were 
used. Alternatively, the displacement lows may also reflect local 
off-fault deformation e.g. distributed shear and/or horizontal axis ro-
tations (Walsh et al., 1996). 

The third complication is that rupture patterns may change from one 
earthquake to the next and represent non-characteristic earthquakes 
(Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984; Roberts, 1996). Our observations of 
double lichen-free stripes suggest that the earthquake prior to 1981 on 
the Pisia Fault had a very different displacement profile to that in 1981, 
so the two earthquakes are non-characteristic in slip (Fig. 6b and c). It 
might be expected that the throw profiles would be similar to a typical 
bell-shaped or skewed distribution (Walsh and Watterson, 1988; Cowie 
and Shipton, 1998). However, the patterns of the surface displacements 
appear to be also be influenced by the rupture history of surrounding 
faults and structural complexity along the fault itself. The rupture style 
may therefore change from one earthquake to the next. 

In summary, it is clear that a number of unknowns exist in terms of 
the underlying processes that occurred on the Pisia and Skinos Faults 
during the 1981 earthquake sequence, and hence those shown in Fig. 1, 
yet we are faced with real-world problems that arise out of the across- 
strike rupture patterns that we now know exist. We suggest that more 
work is required studying the geometry and kinematics of normal 
faulting earthquakes sequences to develop an overarching understand-
ing of the processes involved. 

6. Conclusions 

Field-based observations and structural measurement analysis of the 
coseismic ruptures on the sub-parallel Pisia and Skinos Normal Faults 
produced during the 1981 eastern Gulf of Corinth earthquake sequence 
imply the following: (1) The faults exhibit no resolvable post-seismic slip 
in 41 years since the earthquakes. (2) Slip vector convergence and 
divergence toward the hangingwall may reveal the presence of major 
fault bends with the support of fault geometry analysis. In addition, slip 
vector analysis may indicate a rupture sequence scenario. (3) The Pisia 
and Skinos Faults may interact during the rupture process of earth-
quakes spaced only a few hours apart in time to produce the overall slip 
across the combined structure. (4) The Pisia and Skinos Faults produce 
non-characteristic earthquakes. 
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We suggest that the key reasons for the ruptures being produced in 
the overlap zone on the Pisia and Skinos Faults with the generation of 
two earthquakes likely lies in a combination of the complexity in ge-
ometry of each fault, such as fault bends and orientation of corrugations, 
and the proximity of the two faults to one another. Fault interaction 
between the Pisia and Skinos Faults may be implied by their coseismic 
throws as slip deficits in the set of ruptures from one fault seem to be 
filled in by slip maxima in the set of ruptures from the other fault. Thus, 
not all the stored elastic strain that accumulated prior to 1981 was 
released when the first earthquake occurred. 

Overall, detailed structural analysis, more specifically throws and 
slip vectors, of normal faulting ruptures may be key to understanding the 
faulting process; kinematic measurements have the potential to describe 
and explain rupture style, earthquake sequences and improve the un-
derstanding of seismic hazard. 
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